CHAPTER XXIV
THE IMPERIAL QUADRIGA
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book, the writing of which in the form I had
sketched out: to the Prince would have given me
great pleasure, has remained unwritten down to
the present clay.   Biilow, embittered, had with-
drawn from public affairs after twelve years, though he had
equipped an attractive place of  refuge for  himself in
the Villa Malta. Indeed he did not rebel and brood over
his fallen greatness as did his first great predecessor. But the
wound to his ambition still remained open, and what rankled
above all was the rejection of his financial programme by the
Reichstag, the immediate excuse, but in no way the primary
reason for his dismissal This lay deeper. It was concerned
with the Daily Telegraph interview, the Chancellor's denial •
of the Kaiser and frustration of further escapades, the mutual
breaking of a friendship which had become too ecstatic to
last. Billow summed up his mistakes and transgressions, his
too ardent loyalty and too abrupt break, and came to the
conclusion that for the time being he would withdraw into
exile in Rome and sepulchral silence. He had no wish to be
buried in a literary sarcophagus, however artistically contrived.
And what art of exposition, to which the humble author of
this modest work can lay no claim, could compete with the
scale, the style, and the traditions of the Villa Malta, sybaritic
in its setting of rose-hung bowers 1
And so this book which I am now publishing takes the
form of a posthumous substitute, written for my own satis-
faction, for that homage planned during the Prince's lifetime
to a character ovcrsteeped in Macchiavellianism and courtli-
ness, over-refined in personality and dialectic, one who sprang
too impetuously into the race, thought himself on the verge

